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Abstract 

Father Valles is the greatest person who gave social changes in society. Father Valles gave 73 books 

for Gujarati people. All books main point was to contribute for society. His book also gave huge 

contribution in it. Samaj Ghadtar means Social development but nowadays all development was also 

important for life. In this book when we used it as a researcher and found values from it. Researcher 

used logical inductive method to derived values from it. Then researcher got major findings like Social 

values, Personal values, Family values, Religious values, Educational values and Ethical values.  The 

Main implication for the study was teacher must have to give students full social education to fulfill 

their total social development. 
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Introduction 

Many philosophers, thinkers and sociologist have great contribution in the field of 

society. Every great person got success in it. They got not only success but also revolution. In 

the present society people’s behaviors are change, also their life style too. All this done by local 

people but when foreign people done that, it will be part of reflection to us. 

Mother Teresa and Father Valles were two great persons who brought social change in 

people’s life and lifestyle. Father Valles accept Gujarat as a workplace and also accept peoples 

of Gujarat as self person. In the field of Social reflection approximately 73 books had been 

written by him and in all those books we got social values in it. Father Valles book ‘Sama j 

Ghadtar’ gave us social values that is important in developing the life style for human. If people 

understand those great person’s views then they easily got life revolution. In present study 

investigator found the values derived from the father valles book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’. 

FATHER VALLES  

Father valles real name is Carlos G. Valles. His birth-date was 4th November, 1925 in 

Spain. He got M.A. in Mathematics from Madras. He worked as a professor in Ahmedabad’s 

Saint Xavier’s college. 

‘SAMAJ GHADTAR’ BOOK 

Father Valles gave 73 books in the span of 1960 to 1991 in Gujarati. He wrote like 

personality development, family religion, and great virtue etc. ‘Samaj Ghadtar’ is a book in this 

series that was edited by him. 

VALUES  

In present study values means values that was derived from the book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’ 

like social values, personal values, family values, religious values, educational values and 

ethical values. 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

To know the values derived from the book ‘Samaj ghadtar’ following were selected. 

o Social value  

o Personal value  

o Family value 

o Religious value 

o Educational value 

o Ethical value 

QUESTION OF THE STUDY 

1. What are the Social values derived from the book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’? 

2. What are the Personal values derived from the book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’? 

3. What are the Family values derived from ‘the book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’? 

4. What are the Religious values derived from the book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’? 

5. What are the Educational values derived from the book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’? 

6. What are the Ethical values derived from the book ‘Samaj Ghadtar’? 

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

In the present study investigator found the values derived from the book ‘Samaj 

Ghadtar’. All values likes Social values, personal values, family values, religious values, 

educational values and ethical values are also important in the field of education and social. 

Also it will be important to the person whom was to live great social life. 

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

The present study was limited in only one book of father valles ‘Samaj Ghadtar’ 

FIELD OF THE STUDY  

The field of the present study is sociology of Education and also it was qualitative 

research.  

TOOLS OF THE STUDY AND DATA ANALYSIS 

In the present study stay investigator done qualitative research so “Notebook” will be 

used in it. Also investigator used Logical inductive method of content analysis for data analysis. 

SOCIAL VALUES  

 Public service 
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 Enduring  

 Social justice 

 Respect sail dignity of women 

PERSONAL VALUES  

 Personal Respect  

 Labor sublimity  

 Self discipline 

 Respect own duties 

FAMILY VALUES 

 Enduring   

 Dedication 

 Respect dignity  

 Father mother Respect   

RELIGIOUS VALUES 

 Good devotion 

 Spiritual wisdom 

 Enjoyment 

 Nature illustration 

 Righteousness 

EDUCATIONAL VALUES 

 Effort’s for Goals achievement 

 Student’s locality 

 Self discipline 

 Self firmness 

ETHICAL VALUES 

 Ethical behaviors 

 Ethical courage 

 Credentials  

 Innocent/ openness 

 Accept other’s feelings 
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IMPLICATIONS  

 The implication of the present study is given below: 

 Teacher must have to give students full social education to fulfill their total social 

development. 

 Activities has been done at school and college level like speak truth, charity, Mercy, 

Candle, Patience and service so students could gain the merits. 

 For the ethical education for the development of ethics great persons lecture can be 

delivered in the school and college level. 

 Student can get the benefits of that self understanding, family, country and world via 

this education. 

CONCLUSION 

The present study is the small work in the field of education sociology. Educational 

sociology has broad sense, other investigator do the same work for Father valles another book 

also interested investigator also found social values from other sociologist book and from 

his/her thoughts. 
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